4"x6"

golden day

$75

Jan Hunt©

one wintry evening

$450

Hunt-Wulkowicz©

The images on these pages are all original prints, etchings and
lithographs, printed on 100% rag Somerset paper. They are hand
colored with watercolors, and signed titled and numbered in
pencil by the artist. Each impression is an original multiple, and
the coloring may vary, being done by hand. We consider this
variation to be an asset. Separate editions may be printed on
white and cream paper, including artist proofs and trial proofs.
The price usually increases as an image becomes scarce.
HCE 2"x3" back home $65 Hunt-Wulkowicz©

HCE

HCE

6.5"x4.5"

Santa’s coming tonight

$150

Jan Hunt©

HCE 8"x4"

eighth night

$175 Jan Hunt©

HCE 7.5"x5.5" when at night, i go to sleep $150 Jan Hunt©

HCE

4"x6"

rural route i

2.4"x3.5"

inlet

$100

Jan Hunt©

$50

Jan Hunt©

HCE 3"x2" shore $65 Hunt-Wulkowicz©

HCE 3"x2" midnight $65 Hunt-Wulkowicz©

HCE 3"x2" dusk $60 Hunt-Wulkowicz©

HUNT-WULKOWICZ GRAPHICS

HCE

11"x13.5"

220 S. ACADEMY STREET
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN 53548

Hand Colored Lithograph

REQUESTED

$200 Jan Hunt©

SERVICE

Jan Hunt©

ADDRESS

$95

Hunt-Wulkowicz©

daydream

tub

Detail from A SUNDAY IN WINTER

Hand Colored Etching 11"x7.5"

3"x4"

Your Personal Invitation
To Our Celebration...

HCE

Dear Friends,

At Last!

I can’t wait to introduce you to my
mother, Jan Hunt!

Susan Hunt-Wulkowicz & Jan Hunt
invite you to attend our 2009

Some of you already know her personally, but many more may be familiar
with her through her artwork. She has
been an inspiration to me for so long,
Jan Hunt and Susan Hunt-Wulkowicz, May 2009
it’s hard to find the words to describe
her generosity of spirit, her bright and creative mind, and her grace, even
at the age of ninety. I know we will inspire each other as we live our daily
lives in this lovely building, filled with history and sunlight. Her move up
from Chicago will be finished in the next few days, and we’ll finally both
be able to turn our thoughts toward creating new artwork. Life is truly a
creative work in progress...

OPEN HOUSE
“A Celebration of Art and Life…
and a Creative Work in Progress”

We are pleased to welcome you into our lives, both newcomers and old
friends. We hope you will accept our invitation to join us for our first official
Open House.

HCE

8"x6"

winter hearth

$250

Hunt-Wulkowicz©

at our historic 1860’s home, studio & gallery

P.S. I’m the proud grandmother of Haven’s son, Oliver Dennis McWilliams,
born on June 2nd
In honor of Jan Hunt’s arrival as a resident member of the Hunt-Wulkowicz Graphics
family, her smaller prints are featured in this brochure, along with Susan’s images. Though
the work is similar in style, both using the medium of hand colored prints, Susan has
leaned more toward extreme detail, such as the inclusion of tiny names and scriptures in
her imagery. Jan’s work is often freer in approach, because she is truly a painter at heart.
However, both artists like to blend and blur the edges between line, color and medium.

220 S. ACADEMY STREET
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN 53548
Original Lithograph, Hand Colored

Image 13"x19"

A sunday in winter

$600 Unframed

1-800-752-1952
www.hunt-wulkowicz.com

Hunt-Wulkowicz©

Visits are welcome on other days by appointment.
Check website for updates, especially if you are planning to attend.

Recently, with the computer help of her son, Eric, Susan has been experimenting separately with the medium of archival digital prints known as “giclées.” (Four images already
produced in prior years are shown on the website and are reproductions of a popular large
season series now mostly out-of-print) The new inks are now formulated to last over 100
years, and the papers for multiple centuries. She is intrigued by the creative possibilities
this technology offers, and we may have some of our first trials available to show at the
Open House. Come and let us know what you think...
To make an appointment, if you have a question, or to place an order:
call 1-800-752-1952 or 608-752-1999, or email susan@hunt-wulkowicz.com
Be sure to leave your name and preferred contact information

November 28, Saturday 10 am til 6 pm
November 29, Sunday 11 am til 5 pm
December 5, Saturday 10 am til 6 pm
December 6, Sunday 11 am til 5 pm

HCE 6.5"x4.5" will santa come tonight? $110 Jan Hunt©

Hand Colored Etching 4"x6"

i’ll wait here for santa

$115 Unframed Jan Hunt©

HCE 5.5"x4" the longest night $110 Jan Hunt©

Hand Colored Etching 11"x8"

late december

$200 Jan Hunt©

Our historic building will become an increasingly interesting place to
visit, as we get settled in. Jan’s large paintings will be displayed in the gallery and throughout the house, along with our other prints and drawings.
In the future, we’ll be hosting regular social, cultural, and educational
events, and we’re full of enthusiasm. We hope to fill this place with Music
and Art for the Soul; for ourselves and for friends who wish to share in
the adventure. We’ll update the website as our plans solidify. Send us your
email address and we’ll keep you posted.

